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Overlooking the charming and unspoilt village of Grimentz in the Swiss Alps, the Guernerés
Residences provide a “ski in & ski out” access, while enjoying an exceptional location with
panoramic views.
From 2.5 rooms to a private chalet, Résidences Guernerés comprises 16 properties with an
open layout, allowing the possibility for personalised interior spaces to meet your different
needs.

With no nationality restrictions, you can become an owner of a second home while taking
advantage of the comfort of the INALP & Spa hotel and its gourmet restaurant, adjacent to the
chalets, as well as a large range of tailor-made hotel services.

This magnificent chalet of nearly 400 m2, with garden and terraces, offers modern comfort
with a contemporary design, in a sophisticated alpine atmosphere. The ambiance can be
personalised with fittings and finishings and custom-fitted furniture. Discover the 3 proposals
fort the interior finishing from an Italian-Swiss interior design studio :
• Premium (included in the sale price)
• Luxury
• Prestigious

Last but not least, when you are not using it yourself, your property can be let and generate
some income, making the most out of your alpine investment. Find the tax and fees guidelines
in Switzerland on the following link :
https://guerneres-alpineresidences.swiss/fr/residences/investir-dans-les-residences

Please go and visit our dedicated website:
www.guerneres-alpineresidences.swiss

SITUATION AND DESCRIPTION
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SURFACE AREAS
Unbuilt surface area 580 m²

130 m²
710 m²

Total built ground surface area
Plot surface area
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CHALET CARLINA A1

Habitable surface area
Built ground surface area

SURFACE AREAS

130 m²
~393 m²

Number of rooms 12
4

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Number of basements 0
Number of floors above ground

LAYOUT
Ground floor
- Kitchen open to living room
- Living room with wood stove
- Terrace with garden
- Bathroom
In the floors
- 4 Bedrooms
In the floors
- 4 Bathrooms with toilets
- Mezzanine
- 3 Balconies

ENERGY AND HEATING
Energy Wood pellets

UnderfloorHeating

ANNEXES
4 Parking places Indoor-
Cellar-

Mountain, Panoramic view, Residential, Ski in ski out, Uninterrupted view
ENVIRONMENT

High Energy Standard
Double glazing, Fireplace(s), Luxury property, Ski room

TECHNICAL DATA
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SALE CONDITIONS
CHF 5'245'000.-Total sale price

Availability
PPE

Negotiable
Legal form of ownership
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Living room with open kitchen (synthesis image)

Bedroom (synthesis image)
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View (synthesis image)

View (synthesis image)
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